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Seventh Street garage fire

Philosophy
prof. to be
remembered
BY JOHN MYERS
-"cs,! .
Ruth Math,
ties cr lett her. not even after
becoming ill with an i nun tmitt,’ sy stein disease.
"()ite ot the last e mails she sent nie was one that -aid.
’I has e no immune

isc l’in great.... said

Rita rvlanning, chair of the philosoph department al San
Jose State I nisersity
Manor. a tinnier 5.111I philosoph prolessor. shed Nuns
13 in ’ICI Avis. Israel. at
the disease %it’ll., slow n her
body’s natural defenses. She had taught In
philosophy
at SJSII since 1981 and also taught classes an tel As is
Iniversity.
The philossphy department v% ill be holding a memo
rial ser% ice for Manor at I p.m. Friday at the Spartan
Memorial.
"She 110 er slid quit working." Manning said "When
she ..is at Kaiser hospital lint San Jose’. in miens’s,- care.
she insisted on bringing her laptop."
\lainor sets cd :is interim chair ot the pltilo,opliv the
(102
ill 10K8 and
imminent on two separate k
said
-support coonlina
tor for IIIC
She

s tmnui .n

said. -AllII1111!2

111.11 Canis’ lip 55.15 IICScl .1 Crusts

e, posit is e ss,ms tnt
DIANA DIHOY
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Humanities and

.1

A student’s parked car caught fire Tuesday.
damaging at least two other %chides on the
fourth floor 01 the seventh Street garage. said
San Jose Fire Depainnent 1 .10,1111 Angela
Jacobs.
"I just parked and saw smoke and names
corning suit of the hood of my car." said Zoe
O’Connor, a senior majoring in television. ra
dio. film and theatre.
O’Connor said she had not been evperienc

damaged.
One ear) was burning I rum trout to back . she said. "That ignited die car nest to it and
melted the headlight,
ilk. Cal, ii line oppos
ing side."
Jacobs said no title ii is Inn I Ind Ills. 11.1111es

tug problems is iii het car until alter she parked
in the San int,e Sidle I ins crsilv garage just
past 2 p.m.. is hen it is ’iii up in flames.
She said she tmist calk’s! 911 from her cell
phone. then used a blue I ins etsit Pollee
kpartment phone n, gei help
twin tire engines showed up 55 ithin minnics.
said 1 IPI) Sgt. Robert Notacga.
’We got here in about Ilse in’ nine, and I thsother engine I got here in :Mout lour minutes.’
Jacobs sand.
Jacobs said when she arrived on the scene,
one car ,% as completely engulfed in flames and

other SehicleS %% ere

ciC

%%1111111.1F/0M

II/ minutes.

said the cause in ir lls’ lire ha, vg to
been determined.
sse :ire ruling
"For all intents and unit in
it an accident." Notie,2.1 still "Bin I still need
Nonega

see FIRE, page 4
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BY FARIDEH DADA
Daily Staff Write,
San Jose Slime . niscisity has 221
registered student orgam/ations of
clubs. ranging front educaik mat and
cultural to recreational and spiritual.
helping students meet other students
with similar interests and thoughts.
But some of the students are either
barely familiar with the organizations’ activities or reluctant to participate in them.
Tim Seward. a junior majoring in
industrial design the president of the
Snowboard Club. is surprised by not
getting too much response front Stu
dents.
"I do not understand." he said.
"We have to beg the students to come
to our parties."
The Snow board Club started this
semester and aims to get the students
who share the same passion of snow boarding and partying together.
It is a lot of fun." he said. "It is
not about snowboarding: it is more a
social club. Bill Sfildefils can also get
involved with snoWkiarding cheaper
through the club."
Seward said once the club’s Web
site started a few days ago, allowing
students to register online, the number of members jumped to ISO.
"Eighty people added up in one
day only." he said.
Trying to get together is the

most difficult part of starting a club.
Seward said, but too much paper work
through Student Life and leadership
adds to the hardship.
"It is discouraging at first %s hell
on see all the paper work that you
need to lilt OM and the con,litti
lion that you need to v, rite.- Seward
said. "You feel like xve nes er tel this
done."
Anthony Cummings. coordinator
for student orgamiation de, elOpinent
and ,pecial program, in ’,Indent

I

, said most of the time
new orgam/ations turn in a constim
non ihal has some errors ,,r does not
logically balm% heir mission or %
sion
Ile Said. it IleedS to
Its’ nit Wiled In, them for corrcition and
thai us 55 Imy the process takes quite a
hitot mtnid.
"some of the challenge, Mat ’doss
Up
the
regisnalion
process
come
from
lack 0;f attention to detail. Cummings said. "Quits- frequently.
the nes% ly funned Mg:fill/anon ha,
coMpleling or staimilling all
the required information !onus."
However. he said. siudent Life
and Leadership has been revamping
and stream -lining the MSS’ organization review process to make it faster
and more efficient.
Society is an educational
club that -.Lifted al the heginning of
mid I .ci der

see CLUBS, page 8
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fortunate to lint.’ "so many topnotch students that do a sensational job of recruiting" by setting up
information booths on campus and
going from class to class to promote
the club.
The club’s major growth in
menthe’s has earned it a number of
ass :Ards trim’ its ;silent organitation.
Financial Maihmcincia Association
Internationdl

hi

the

2003-2004

Ow chit, FeCeised sev-

awards. Including the Gold
Membership 1)es eltipment awards
for addinf, more than 1(X) new
members.
In the 2004-2005 year. the club

eral

was awarded the Silpermt r’hapter

award for achie% ing certain ten is ity
requirements during the year. This
award was gis en to 211 oi the 220
el tib chapters. said I )e HicenzE
The club was also one of the chapters who won the Gold National

III.tke suggestions, -

Seals.

said.

st uslents ss ould ask.
she said.
’When is Ruth coining back
sIhmed deothm to her
Maiming said .1.m tint .11\,1.
-Whenocr she is

ei there. the

see MANOR, page 4
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Group receives awards

SJSU offers diverse
selection of clubs

the College of

he remembers Manor as
plOblell1S dampen her posit’s e
said

someone 55 hunt nes en let
otithx3k on hits’.
"She was alway s optimistic in the lace ot enormous
personal setbacks." Eastman said.
Manor kept her posit i% slemeanor no matter what circumstances she laced
’She never lost her optinitiata I m4111:111 said. ’’1 us en
her life, it’s hard to see hits% she inaintained.Eastman said Manor’s son died of All)S in 1,491. and
she had struggled ss kit her autoinumine disease for three
ss-ars before she died
Hie death of het son made Manor %cry active in
the AIDS commtinuy in Israel, said philossphy chair
Maiming.
"Some people are ashamed to admit that a family
IneMber died of All )5. but she was %cry act is c." Manning
said.
Manor constantly este:hied her helping hand to the faculty at 5.151.’ as well
site set’s ed. site look ,1 person
’On w hates el

Flames damage cars
Da iy

tins’ Ails.

had a ere

it. -

I oil Taidittan. .1,1111)2 associate dean of

San Jose Fire Department Captain Angela Jacobs writes down the license plate numbers of cars that were damaged by a car that caught on
fire for unknown reasons on the fourth floor of the Seventh Street garage on Tuesday.
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DeVincenii said.
Matt Rampe. president of the
club, said he is proud to Inc a part
01 the I inancial Management
Ass,,ctation,
"It s !wen a go,xleperience being pan of team you know is work
ing %%ell." said Rampe. "It’s nice
to be a part of something where
Sam Jose State University really.
shines."
Ramps’. ss ho is a senior majoring
in corporate financial management.
has been a club member for about
two years and said he has seen the
club progress throughout the years.
"(The club) has become more
professional and organized." he
said. ’"rhe membership has definitely increased there was atxmt
I 00 MeMbers when I first joined."
Antrim Kapoor, who is co -vice
president of programs and activities. said her two years of being a
member and an officer has been a
great learning eperience.
dertnitel feel really proud."
1110.Se

see FMA, page 4
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From left, Shio Nagaya and Kazuyo lwami , both
foreign exchange students from Japan, hit the
volleyball around as they have been doing every
Tuesday this semester.
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Diet and exercise is the only healthy way to lose weight
Most women between the ages of 18 and 25 go
about weight loss in an extreme and unhealthy manner.
Between the South Beach Diet, Hampton Diet.
crash dieting. bulimia, anorexia. diet pills and all liquid diets, girls often face traumatic lifestyles along
with sickness.
During the holiday’s it’s easy to put on extra weight
and as old going to the gym. The best way to lose
weight and keep it off is by combining a consistent
workout with a healthy diet.
It doesn’t matter if you run on a treadmill for 41)
minutes a day or not --- if you don’t eat right. you will
not lose weight.
Modern day society has deemed that "’thin is in.
However, most guys that you ask prefer a is oman is ith
curves. not when her hip bones are socking out ot her
ItleN
ttl ii ant to h ISC weight and keep it
Iii .111. Cit,C. It
off you halc to he is Ming to make sacrifices.
First :Ind fi iremost. a great phy smile is about 80
percent diet If you want to simply lose ten pounds
before the New Year. the hest is ay siould be to eat
smaller portions throughout the day
knoi% %, in have heard this bet ore. Eating small
portions is the oldest and most effective trick in the
book. A sioman is predisposed to storing and carrying
her weight in her midsection.
In order to burn fat that your body is storing, the
first step would he to eat healthy. Eat small portions
every three hours, so that your body will burn what

Once you train your body to eat every couple hours.
you have eaten as soon as it enters your system and
then turn to what is already stored for extra fuel.
you will notice that you are hungry even before it’s
Has e you ever heard a woman say, "I hate my thighs. time tor %oar next portion and that’s when you know
the dwt Is siorking.
I hate in), stomach or I hate my love handles?"
V. al as exercise goes, make sure to eat a full meal
Well, one thing ladies need to realize is that spot
with all thre categories about an hour before
reduction is impossible. You can’t just do
hitting the gym.
cardio and think that your love handles are
Depending on your weight, body fat pergoing to vanish.
centage and the amount of weight you ii ant
You have to train our hods to consume
to lsss. sirV.akhavascular workout ssill
food in .1 certain nay lirCak1.1 a is In.
irx I his can be deciphered by a nutritionimportant meal of the day, especially %% hen
ist ii phy steal trainer that knows what he or
you are trying to shed some unwanted
she is talking about.
poundage before beach season.
In order to lose a few pounds - comIf you don’t eat breakfast, or you’re just
bined with your diet - a mild 20 to 30 minnot hungry in the mornings, get use to it.
ute cardio workout three to live days a
Has c half-cup of oatmeal with a glass of
%seek is a good start.
tinter, or egg whites sith a slice of wheat
ILBRA BEITPOLOUS
Whether it is on the stationary pike. elbread. Even if you don’t like these foods,
liptical machine, treadmill, stair climber
they. are a part of the sacrifices you will
have to make to get the results you want.
or arch trainer, you should keep at a steady pace with
For example, say you eat breakfast at 8 a.m, then the machine setting on "fat burner... This will enable
you should he ready tom your next meal around 11 your heart rate to remain steady and your body will
a. iii. This can be any thing In im a protein shake to burn stored fat rather than existing muscle.
Remember, exercise alone will not produce results.
half a chicken breast ivith halt a cup of short grain, all
natural brow n rice. The object is to consume protein. Another helpful hint is that too much of anything is
complex carbohydrates and simple carbohydrates in had. For example, too much protein will force your
body to store that protein as body mass and too many
eiery meal
When %sin think complex carbohydrates, think carbohydrates will also be converted to fat and stored.
green. such as spinach and broccoli. Simple carbo- One must intake a small amount of every essential
hydrates include foods such as natural brown rice or group. Sodium and sugar are had if you are trying to
lose weight.
potatoes.

When it comes to sodium, your body will automatically hold on to any extra water that enters your system, otherwise known has excess water weight.
As you are dieting, you should train your body to
intake about a gallon of water a day in hopes of flushing out extra sodium in your system. This is not an
easy task to accomplish. Start by drinking a liter a day,
then add another and so on until your body gets use
to it.
You can cut soda out completely - it is full of
sugar.
Sugar turns directly into fat. If you have a bit of a
sweet tooth, then eat natural sugars in fruit that have
the least amount of sugar. such as cherries or grapefruit.
Watermelon has the highest amount of natural sugar of any fruit, so no more watermelon if you are serious about losing weight.
Your body needs all nutrients. so depriving it of
any with unhealthy diets will result in your body to
shut -down and refuse to shed stored fat.
It’s easy to tell if a girl starves herself or combines
a healthy diet with a regular workout, because muscle
mass can only he retained by training properly. as apposed to not eating and becoming all skin and bones.
Don’t take the lazy and easy way out with unhealthy dieting because it only goes to show you have
no will power or faith in yourself.
Ilbra Beitpolous is a Spartan Daily staff isriter.
Guest iolunms appear even’ Wednesday.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site
at www.thespartandaily.com. You may also
submit information in writing to DBH 209.

Sparta Guide is pros stied free of charge III students. faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three sorking days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TOD 11
I icni,nnes, .5tudent so, /Wool
A meeting will be held from 4 zo r in to 6 p.m in
the Pacifica room of the Student I.ion. For more
information. contact Chinh Vu at X21-7444.
VS( ( ’athali, Campus Minisms
Mass still be held at 12:10 p.m. in the
SJSI - Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. For
more it
contact Fr. Jose Rubio at
918- I 6 I 0
Asian American (hristian bellowslup
There will be a meeting at 6 p.m, in the Pacifica
room of the Student Union. For more information.
contact Daniel Chen at 497-7290.
( ’areer (’snot
Resume Critique Drop-1n still he held from
I .30 p in to 3 p.m. at the( :nee: Center. For inure
infOrmation. contact Marisa ’,taker at
924-6171.
Counseling Servii-es
There will be a discussion and support group
for lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer and questioning
students from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m, in mom 21)1 of the
Administration building. For Imire inlorMallon.
contact Jacqueline Belanger at 924-59111.
S.A.G.E.
There will be an open meeting at 4130 p.m. in the
Montalvo 1-00111 of the Student Union. For inure
information. contact Chante at 515-3405.
Artique ( ’,mini/nee
There will he a sale of :handcrafted items from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m in the main level of the Student
Union. For more information. contact John Hawk at
924-4875.
THURSDAY
(.athalic (*amino Ministry
The Alpha Omega Student Fellowship will hold
a meeting at 8 p.m, in the SJSU Catholic Campus
Ministry chapel. For more inftinnation, contact Kay
Polintan at 938-1610.
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Opinion 1.:ditor

Soon, I won’t belong here any more. While I will
always he a part of San Jose State University. the
days in which this is Ill?, Valltplis are quickly coming
to an end.
1 came to SJS1 ti the spring of 2004 xiMt the
sole intention of making it through as quickly is
possible. I had no desires of being a rah -rah student,
nor in forming any einittional attachment at all to
this school - after all, it’s only SJSU. a commuter
school, get my shingle and get out.
I won’t bore you with the intricate details of my.
two -y eat purney through SJSU and how the change
in my attnude toward State occurred. Suffice to say.
it did happen and now the reali/ation that I will soon
no longer he here forces me to look back through
those events and smile. for I have been converted.
thank goodness.
In less than two %seeks. I will no longer he here.
still carry
The next generation of the face of
on and the school that awaits them is tilled with excitement and hope. I am happy that I was here to see
it begin.
What does it mean to belong?
When I walk down the stairs of the Fourth Street
garage and onto San Carlos Street. I am walking
into my world. This school is here for me. Dwight
Bente] Hall. Spartan Stadium. the Spartan Daily. the
Student Union, Market Square. Campus Village and
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Student //eaith ( ’ettler
The Health Centel si ill be closine. at lp.m.
NISI; (’a/ho/is I imp ii,
Mass will be held si 12 10 p in in the SJSI.
Catholic Campus \Itinstly s Impel hti more
intim-mutton, contact I-r. Jose Rubio at
938-1610.
C’art’er ( iilciRestillle I III tqtte Drop -In %vitt he held front 1:31) p m
to t
.11 tile Career Center. For more inforniati,.n.
contact Marisa Sulker at 924-6171.

STAFF WRITERS - Christine Barker, Cheeto Barters, Ilbra Beitpolous, Farideh
Dada, Jimmy Durkin, Patricia lbarra. Kelley Lugea, Elizabeth Perry, Davida Ross,
Lydia Sarraille, Sophia Scremctis, Priscilla Woo, Christina Young

A..VE Editor

the rest - all of it here tom me. This is my school.
When I walk through the halls and along the paths.
when I sit in the classrooms - I belong here.
At some point along the stage, across which I will
walk on Dec. 16. I will cease to belong on this campus. to this world. A large chapter of my life will
close and it truly will be a rite of passage.
tithe years ahead, I will stroll along the Pie.e0 de
’esar Chavez with the students and realize that I am
nig in then world - that I do not belong with them.
I is ill he the outsider. Possdsli. I ss ill be reminded
that it as once itis 0 orld and I N ill smile.
Flic lii iii Iii il not belonging here saddens me
greatly. I Moe is’. o ’.u. mbols on my. class ring that
represent the most cherished memories I stilt carry
from here -- mis SJSU journalism degree and all
that went along is Mt its earning - and the hockey
team. of sthtictt being a part simply made me a better person.
After next Friday. I won’t belong here any longer.
hut there is ill always he a part of time at SJSU and
there will alsi ay s be a part of SJSU with me.
If I had accepted the things I wanted when I first
arrived, I would have shortchanged myself.

FRIDAY

Snorts Echt.o.

RYAN SIIOLIN

4

liornonr,,
There will he a Bible study at p.m.
in the Guadalupe of the Student Union. For
more information. contact Diane Kim at
499-7153.
SAC’ Catholic Campus Shuts tic
Mass will be held at 12:10 p.m. in the SOS(’ Catholic
Campus Ministry chapel. For more information,
contact Fr. Jose Rubio at 938-1610.
Counseling SerTiees
There will be a general process group from 3:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in room 201 of the Administration building.
For more information. contact Ellen Lin or Rachel
Kitazono at 924-5910.
Discussion Series
There will be an Asian American and Pas itic
Islander discussion series from noon to I 20 p M. in
room 201 (tithe Administration building. For more
information, contact Filen Lin or Lynda Yoshikawa
at 924-5910.
SJSU Worsen S Rugby Club
There will be practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5.3o p.m,
on 10th and Alma streets. For inure inlimnation.
contact Melody Ocampo at
153(t) 574-0575.
Career Center
Resume Cntique Drop-In will be held front 1.3>) p.m.
to 3 p.m. at the Career Center. For more information,
contact Marisa Staker at 924-6171.
.481[01 ilOptiq Sankt,/

Graduating senior has fond
memories of his time at SJSU
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A letter to the editor is a response to an issue
’Sr a point of view that has appeared in Ow

Spartan Daily.
Only letters betWeell

200 I.

.405) words will

be considered for publication.
Submissi llll s become properly of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar,
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the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
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University. One Washington Square, San Jose.
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Published opinions and advertisements do
must necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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Spartans look to recover from road losses
BY SOPHIA SEREMETIS
Daily Staff Writer
atYsto
anLy,
se

a

Despite a strong overall performance by senior forward Ltunisha
Augustine, the San Jose State
University women’s basketball
team came home from last weekend’s Hawkeye Challenge in Iowa
City. Iowa. with two more losses.
The Spartans are now 2-3 in nonconference play.

BASKETBALL
Overall record

WAC record

2-3

0-0

Next home game:
Dec. 8 vs. California
1111,is eels. the Spartans host two
game, at the Event Center, tippingitt
Cal at 7 p.m. Thursday
and at 2 p.m. Saturday against
Colorado State University.
Cal’s new head coach Joanne
Bin le is in her first season at the
helm of one of the best recruiting classes m the 2005-06 season.
ranked seventh in the nation by the
Blue Star Index. This season the
Golden Hears are 6-2 in nonconference contests.
Boyle tOrtnerly coached at the
I ’nisersity of Richmond in Virginia
tor three seasons, where she helped
scout the 12th hest recruiting class
in the flats ,n. according to the Blue
Star Index. She was also an assistant coach at Duke University for
ZACH BEECHE tt’t SPECIAL TO THE DAILY
nine seasons. during which the Blue
San Jose State University forward Lamisha Augustine takes a shot
Devils made it to the postseason
during a game against Portland State University on Nov. 29 at the
NCA.A tt minament eight times.
Event Center.
Ashley Walker is leading the new
sir,
reermts.
siting 65.6 percent from (11611). I..indsal. Thomas 1952) and lead the entire game, hut ss etc .11
the tree -throw litre 21-321and aver- Vanessa Espino/a (866i arc all in is is’. a
less points shy In the see.
aging 13.4 points per game. Des anei a position to meet the milestone in oml
SIN(’ lead 1.1V as 111:111 aS
Hampton is close behind. aserag- their senior SeaStills W1111 the Rams.
11111111oill)s 55101001 left (0 this.11 but
mg 12.4 points and 7.4 rebounds
fiti1/1110/a
%% as
named
the Rutgers 15itt ssent on a punishing
game.
Per
ountain
16 I run mer a 5 15 span and attet
Hainplon was
W c 5 t Mai, the Scarlet Knights rlitliCt realso
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FMA - Club serves as network
continued from page 1
she said. "I-MA is s cry dear
to me. To see it gnu% is a great
feeling. I learned a lot of leadership skills. (The club) also proties great networking opportunities for the members."
As a commuter school_ some
SJSU students can find it difficult to connect vs ith students.
said Billy Ho. the club’s director of publicity..
"It’s a great way to meet people," said Ho. who commutes
to school from Fremont. "You
also get an opportunity to find
internships and possible career
opportunities horn recruiters."
Members of the club were
able to attend a series of speaker meetings, where employees
from Bay Area companies such
as Hewitt Packard and Cisco
Sy stems came to speak, allow m: students to ask questions.
" Die purpose ol (the meetings) Is to get students to learn
about the business vs odd." said
DeVincenii. faculty advisor.
"To actually hear it tirst hand
trom professionals is a better
kind of education for them.Rampe said the meetings
benefit students by educating
theinselv es in their major and
networking with [m it essionals.
When the professionals
come and speak on career paths.
it makes a personal bridge, leading to possible internships and
job oilers," Ramps: said.
Because he was a member of Financial Management
Association. Rampe said he
vs as able to network with empli,y cc. front Clorox. subsequi:10 landing him a Joh with
the company.
For students who are focused

tiY DIANA DIROY DAILY STAFF
ABOVE: Zoe O’Connor, a senior majoring in television, radio, film
dud theatre, left, and Captin Angela Jacobs of the San Jose Fire
Department, go over the details of Tuesday’s car fire that occured on
the fourth floor of the Seventh Street garage.
LEFT: A fireman walks away from the scene of the car fire that caused
damage to at least two other cars.

FIRE - First campus fire since July
continued from page?

: nation

Irmo the
die lire chief. ’,,,1 \ inhe Barnes said
1’1
!I
is happened in
...an remember.
IL .11,1’’.
clit tire at SJSt:,
is .5
,;.
114 sit Hoch
( this [lath’’, his
.1 I

"But that was the last 111:40f one
until this one (In ilk’ Seventh Street
garage)." Barnes said. "They re not
real frequent."
lire captain Jacobs said she and
her Mims firelighters constant’
train tor lures like this.
"We practice all the time for this
exact event." she said.
"We practice about once per
month. .. We’ve done it quite a
tess times . )’Connor said she wasn’t sure
is to handle the car lire.
"I tee had for all the people \
!IAN c been incons s’iiseii cl vs iii
he said.

MANOR - Also taught in Israel
continued from page 1
students.
-One of her former students
is renting her house." Nlanning
said.
"Her connections vs ith her
students were very strong and
very personal:*
-
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on gaining the education first
before thinking about internships, DeVincenzi said he offers some course credit points to
those who attend at least six of
the business meetings throughout the semester.
As a result. roughly RIO students attend each meeting. he
said.
Not only do students get a
better perspective on how to
prepare the insets es. they also
get a glimpse of the type of culture each workplace has to offer. Ho said.
"The company culture is
very important because every
company has a different type of
culture," he said.
It helps one determine if they
can adjust to the company values and area. Ho said.
A mentorship program and
an etiquette dinner were added
this ear. Kapoor said.
With the mentorship program. students get the opportunity to shadow working employees ss ho are SJSU alumni.
said Kapoor.
"The club’s alumni director
tries to match up members depending on interest of tirk.said Kapoor. "It’s another way
ot connecting members vs ith
professionals and has been
picking up very well."
The etiquette dinner, which
tries to help students learn how
to hello\ e ;inf.l sit during a formal dinner. S’, as done kit the
first time in the fall seniesier.
it was very inteiesting because we learned things like
vs here to place utensil," said
Kapoor. "You never know
once you get out in the workforce you might have to attend a
formal dinner with big shots."

16 e0o.,7topr,,

Administrative
assistant
Neuhoff said that no matter
how dismal a situation seemed.
Manor could always find a solution.
-Students would come (to
her ttflice its tears. and they’d
be facing all these problems,
but they would Iss fiys leave
feeling better than sy hen they
came in." Neuhott said.
Manning said Manor was
ell loved by students and colleagues alike.
"One student is even flying
out from New York to imike remarks at the memorial set.% ice
Friday." Manning said.
Associate dean Eastman
said Manor’s death will be felt
by many people.
"It’s a tremendous loss, hut
not lust I fort the philosophy
department or the university
or her friends.- Eastman said.
"It’s a tremendous loss because
you don’t come across people
that extraordinars that often. -

II hat’s on
1 our Shirt?
Get Custom Printed Apparel!
Embroidery & Promotional Items!
14081
7.10eci. for25
3.10 ea. for 50
4.16 ea. for 100
CENTURY
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616.7700

Study ond group protect oruos
mailable In the Sport Ck6 during
sronnthed hours through finals

’

Take home din extra 1 OZ whri
you sing a song at
DEAD DAY DECEMBER 9, 2005 ONLY SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
Spartan Bookstore
A Division of Spartan Shops
San I ,

..

Ever hear of a Cirque-a-dor?
How would you like to be one?
Cirque de Soleil has engaged Manpower to
provide Cirqueadors in a variety of positions
for the upcoming San Jose production of
Corteo These assignments will last 7 weeks
We’re recruiting Cirqueadors to serve as
Receptionist
Runner/Driver
Merchandise Representative
Usher
Food/Beverage Representative
Box Office Clerk
Dishwasher
Kitchen & Salad Bar Prep Cook
Costume Dresser
Janitor
Dining Room Attendant
VIP Representative
Candidates must speak English and be
outgoing, energetic, and enthusiastic.
P/T and full time positions available.
Background/credit checks will apply.

MANPOWER

185 Park Ave #191 San Jose
408 998 4444 manpowersj corn
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The Golden 1
Student Pack’

aof s
Checking Account
$50 minimum to open
- First box of Golden 1
Custom Image Checks free

ATM Card or ATM/Check Card

Student VISA Card
.

Limit up to $2,000
No annual fee
Low annual percentage rate
No cosigner necessary
Overdraft protection

Access your accounts 24 hours
a day at Golden 1, STAR", Cirrus,
VISA, and CO-OP networks
Make purchases and get cash at
most major supermarkets, gas
stations, convenience stores,
and restaurants

Golden 1 Online’
Make speedy transactions
24 hours a day
Pay bills online
Wireless account access

The Student Pack* gives full-time college
students the financial services they need most,
priced to fit a student’s budget.
Sign up for Student Pack Services today
at The Golden I San Jose Office located
at 100 Park Center Plaza, Suite 101,
visit goldenl.com or contact our
Member Service Call Center at
1 -877 -GOLDEN 1 (1-877-465-3361).
flo’

The Golden I is proud to serve the students,
faculty and staff at San Jose State University.

golden1 .com

This credit union is federally insured by the
National Credit Union Administration.

*Subject to approval. Must be approved for all products to receive the
Student VISA and Student Pack products
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TOP 10 MOVIES LAST WEEK
5.) Just
6.) Pride & Prejudice
7.) Rent
8.) Chicken Little
9.) Derailed
10.) In the Mix
Friends

I.) Harry Potter and

the Goblet of Fire
2.) Aeon Flux
3.) Walk the Line
4.) Yours, Mine and
Ours
HX)I’vfl
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Eminem’s greatest hits a must-own
New album embodies old and new material encompassing entire career
BY RACHEL HILL
or Staff Writer
Eminem’s new album, "Curtain Call - The
Hits.- is a comprehensive collection packed
Nl1111 multiple classic songs, reminding listeners of why the controversial rapper is so revered in the music world.
With six years in the public eye, the hip hop star has produced an impressive body of
work that is played out on his new CD. In that
short amount of time, Eminem’s creations
have placed him at the top of his game, and
have taken him from being a nobody in the
slums of Detroit into a renowned mega star.
After listening to the greatest hits collection, the listener can easily understand why.
The time of release, and the compact disc ’s
title, fuels rumors that the rapper will esit
from the music scene and keep fans wondering if Slim Shady is really ready to hang up
his microphone.
No matter what Eminem’s future plans are.
"Curtain Call" gives admirers an impressive
repertoire to remember him by whether he’s
leasing or just taking a break.
His new material spread out among his old
hits shows the rapper’s decline from his hrtiter glory and demonstrates a lack of original M. intelligence and the cunning v el ,’s falls

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion,The
Rated PG
Witch and the Wardrobe

Name:
Email:

Starring Georgie Henley, Skandar Keynes,William
Moseley, Anna Popplewell

Brokeback Mountain

/itch am/ :_kryiry ,--kolifla11

Rated R

Starring Jake Gyllenhaal, Heath Ledge; Michelle
Williams, Anne Hathaway, Randy Quaid

1 vdr:"

’Curtain Call’
Available in stores now on lnterscope
Records.
Album features guests Nate Dogg, Dr. Dre,
Dido. Elton John

less er silligs less 11,iliCeable

Some of Friday’s scheduled movie
releases ...

ef401.1-9. 31991

The constant hits keep the listener’s attention
and enjoyment going. and possibly gets them
singing along with salacious and hilarious ly ries that have earned the artist a controversial la
bet and has pissed off so many public figures.
Eminent includes the live version of
"Stan- with Elton John performed at the 2(Mn I
Grammy ’s. s Inch is an added bonus to the album and provides an additional dimension to
the world famous emcee. The song takes on a
slower tempo with John belting out Dido’s por
lion of the ballad.
The newer songs on the album portray the
current conflicts in Eminem’s life including his
addist ion to pres,.111111,111 sleeping pills, which
(jone.- In this song.
he esiiiitrcs in "When
artist oices his tribulations with
the
the add Mimi and the frustration with not being
able to spend a lot of nme %%ith its lamily another clue to Eminem’s pending departure from
Ins musk career.

have come to love and expect.
Songs such as "Just Lose IL" "Shake That"
and "FACK" are perfect examples of Eminem’s
current work that lowers the quality of the rest
of the songs featured on "Curtain Call." The
newer songs seem to repeat the artist’s previous
content and offer nothing new or mind -bending.
"FACK" lacks musical merit and sounds
similar to "Just Lose Yourself- in content and
style.
The track, "Shake That" features Nate Dogg
and is probably the worst song on the entire album, which is a minor fraction compared to the
volume of highly enjoy able songs on the rest
of the CD.
"Like Toy Soldiers- is the only newer track
that resembles the quality ot his previous
work.
Despite those few songs on the compilat ii itt.
the CD is worth the listen. 11 tiikes ions back in
time when the world was first introduced to the
bleached -blonde while ho vs ho transformed
the rap scene and how America less ed hip -hop
stars.
Classic songs like "Stan," "I use Yourself."
"The Way I Am.’" Without Me.- "My Name
Is.. and "Cleaning Out My Closet- keep the
musical pace of the album alise and make the

TOP 10 ALBUMS IN THE NATION
I.) System of d DOVVI I - Hypnotize
2.) Kenny Chesney - --The Road and the Radio
3.)Various Artists --- Now 20
4.) Madonna --- Confessions On a Dance Floor
5.) Get Rich or Die Tryin’ Sountrack
6.) Mariah Carey The Emancipation of Mimi
Some Hearts
7.) Carrie Underwood
Amarantine
8.) Enya
9.) Juelz Santana What the Game’s Been Missing
10.) Chamillionaire ---- The Sound of Revenge

TODAY’S QUIZ
What is most important to
Y ?
Please circle the correct
answer:
a. SJSU friends
b. Friends outside SJSU
c. Professors
d. All of the above
e. None of the above

on-campus
.tqh
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Answer: If you circled any

Pasco Oe ,9an Carlos

choices (a) through (d),

you

[’lends

need MioNet Software to stay

connected.

If you answered (e), are you a

MacQuarrie
Hall

hermit?

With MioNet Software, you can:
-Privately share files and photos with your friends and family
-Be at school and access any of your other computers
(home,dorm, work)

Loyal-eons

listen to your music. watch your videos,

and edit your files.

, Sookstots

MioNet allows you to stay virtually connected
to your network of friends who will enrich
and empower your life.
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Supergrass refines traditional sound

CD offers musical variety
BY CHRISTINA YOUNG
Writer

New album explores softer side
BY SOPHIA SEREMETIS
Daily Staff Writer
When Supergrass released its
album "Supergrass is 10" in 2(104.
celebrating a decade together as a
band, fans should have been holding their breath.

MUSICREVIEW
Christmas and "Greatest I
albums have long been known to
he the kiss of death for a band, indicating the end is oear and the band
is milking their prior success for
all it’s worth. But for Supergrass.
it w as instead a resurrection, and
the result was "Road to Rouen."
released earlier this sear.
Supergrass, now II years old.
seems to have really grown up in
the time since its sound was mainly the catchy, up-tempo pop that
dominates songs like "Alright,"
which was featured in the 1995
"Clueless- soundtrack.
"Road to Rouen" is a quieter
album than its previous efforts,
ith heavy usage of the piano and
ings. The result is much more
iellow, and the style is careful and
iitemplative. The album sounds a
lot like Oasis, and with shaggy hair
and sideburns. Supergrass kind of
looks like them too.
Supergrass got the album ti-

ggR

"Follow Our Tracks," the 2005 musi . sampler by Astralwerks, features songs from an eclectic group of 17 artists.
The Astralvverks label is a subsidiary of Virgin Records and dubs
itself "the home of uncompromising music." The album begins with
"Man I Used to Be." a hip-hop piece by K -OS. and ends with grungeinfused "Dry the Rain" by the Beta Band, with "What Else is There."
a track by Norwegian electronic group Roy ksopp stuck somewhere in
between.

de front the name of the town in
France where it crafted its album
in a studio the band built itself.
After the album’s release, the
band went on a 10-month international tour that began in
Manchester. England and wraps up
in February in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada. Currently the
band is in London. where it will
open for the Foo Fighters later this
month.
Following the opening instrumental "Tales of Endurance,"
"St. Petersburg" is a down-tempo
song featuring melancholy strings
and an old-fashioned sounding
piano along with jazz-style sound
achieved by the wire -brushed snare
drum layered underneath.
The lyrics are pensive and wistful: "And here lies a pretty state
again / It’s time to make a move
on / Cos in three days I’ll be out
of here / And it’s not a day too
soon."
"Low C," the eighth track, is a
mid -paced ballad, again leaning
heavily on the piano and the acoustic guitar. The lyrics are blue, but
there is a hopefulness in the song.
"I wonder if I’d care (If I saw you
again / Would you hurt me like
before / Or would happiness be
there. "Fin." which means end in

MUSICRE VIEW

PHOTO COURTESY OF EMI RECORDS
Supergrass contributed to the "Clueless" soundtrack a decade ago.
it’s a long nay home. While serious Supergrass fans
may be put off h!, its Ile.% sound,
those who were k,i’,11,11 listeners
before may be rededicated to the
band. "Road to Rouen" is definitely worth a listen, or at least
gie the "St. Petersburg- single
a try to see it you’re interested.
The album is short
barely
more time than it takes to watch
a Friends rerun
so even if
you don’t like it. you’re only out
about 30 minutes.

Spanish, is the last song on the album. It’s a good one to finish up
with because it really captures the
new sound of Supergrass. It’s slow
and gentle. with an ethereal feel
to it. Gaz Coombes sings. "Hey.
the song, do you feel / Leave y our
light on through the night / Love
(lose; and loss so dear / You know

oad to Rouen" is a quieter album than its previous efforts,
with heavy usage of the piano and strings.

SPARTAN DAILY
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EMPLOYMENT
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students

1

Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required 408 292-7876
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers. PT/FT Flexible.
Grave Bonus Commute up to 25 nilles (408) 247-4827
OUTREACH AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM COUNSELORS PT
START in January 12-14hrs/ wk $1000 412.00/ hour Alum
Rock School. Dist. Degree/ Cred not required. Opp for teaching
exp Need car CALL 408287.4170 ext 237 to apply EEO/ M
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools
Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching asp Need car VM
408-287-4170 ext 408 EOE/AAE
NEED HOLIDAY WORK?? Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to help us with the busy
holiday season at local malls and private events We will work
around your school schedule Must have clean DMV Lots of fun
& earn good money Call 408 867-7275
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
’$1500 BASE-appt
Vector, the company for students, has pan-time openings
available for customer sales/service
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
’HIGH STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
’internships possible
’All majors may apply
’Scholarships awarded annually
’Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
’Training provided
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on -campus
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
www workforstudentscom/sisu
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool. Experience
with children a must. Teaching experience not required AM/ PM/
WE shifts available Email resume: sdavis@avac us
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
online job and internship bank) It’s easy, visit us at mine
careercenter sjsu.edu. sign in and search SpartaJOBSI
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept
Positions open now for Leaders. Afterschool Elem Sch Age
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs. M -F AM/PM shifts
avail T & Th PM shifts avail. $7.83-$11.32/hr to start, depending
on exp. No ECE credits required. Kathy(§408 354-8700 X245
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14 50/HR to start
408-340-1994 So. Bay 650-777-7090 No. Bay
WWW funstudentwork.com
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental disabilities
in After-School Program in San Jose. PT. weekdays. 2p-6p
Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units $10/
hr. Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
education Questions? Call Lesle. 510 835-2131 X104 Send
resume to: jobs@esbaorg or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland. CA 94612. EOE
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Drivers Must have
clean background Clean driving record Pass DOT physical
exam Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit 21
years of age Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you
want The benefits you need. For more information call (408) 4367717
SITTERS WANTED $10./hOUR

Register FREE for jobs at student-sitters com
SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED, 511starV flexible hours/ No
experience necessary. call (408)466-5009

Before investing in this compa, t disc be forovarned: a little less than
half of its tracks are actually worth following.
K-OS’s opener is catchy enough. but you may want to press the skip
button a couple of times until you get down to the Caesars in track four.
"It’s Not the Fall that Hurts- is a pleasant sigh of relief after enduring
the previous two tracks on the CD - finally, a real drummer.
The Caesars implement a heavy rhythm guitar and vocal harmony as
the di ’s ing forces behind this piece.
A Band of Bees song, "These Are the Ghosts.- is also a good listen
an updated Simon and Garfunkel -feel %%Mt distortion pedals and
solid drumming.
The sliding and bending of the guitar in "Over and Over’s" intro
’nukes for an ear-catching beginning, with the rest of the song following suit.
"Athlete," by Half Light, successfully ’likes synthesized sounds,
manual drums and guitars to reate .11) unti i. any e. alternative rock
piece. which isn’t the case Its some other bands leatured in this CD.
such as VHS or the Beta Band
"You Got Me- by the aforementioned band, starts out %%ell enough
with a cool echoes guitar elle. 1. hut it goes downhill from there when
the vocals come in. The song continues to spiral do \ n.s aid is the drum
machine spits out one too many handclaps.
Scratching up a CD and letting it skip in the player could easily duplicate the constant banging of the sy nthesized piano on "The Boxer."
by The Chemical Brothers. It’s horrible and headache inducing.
Equally painful to listen to were It ;wk. "Snarly Yow" by Black Dice.
"Shot You Down" by the Audio Bully ...Ind "Pop a Cap in Yu’ Ass" by
Ben Watts.
With a few unbearable tr.mckr.at least Astralwerks can say "hillo.%
Our Tracks" ends well.
The last track. "Dry the Rain,- by The Beta Band, is a mellow grunge
rock piece you’llk ant to sip a cup of ot tee with while you’re re i% etifig trom lismui4, to the pres tints
s, me. of this compilation
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SANDWICHISALAD MAKER vale restaurant. Part or full tini,
$9 00-$9 50/hr Call (408) 733-9331
ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists. PT or FT
in San Jose Flex hours/ days, Monday-Saturday Call nage@
408 295-0228 Send resume to jobs'esba.org or fax to 408
275-9858 $9 82-$14 50/ hour DOE.
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary Plus seeking Infant, Toddler
& Preschool Teachers & Aides FT & PT positions available
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req for Aide
positons Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
Please call Cathy for an interview(§247-6972 or fax resume to
248-7433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K -8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare. PT, in the afternoon kr. FCF
units required Previous experience with children a must
,
call 248-2464
PART-TIME TUES-THURS 5:30-8PM Telemarketing In, Li m
Mortgage Group Earn up to $4.000/month (hourly .1. bonus) NO
SALES Great phone skills needed Fax resumes to 408-2413250 or call Michael 408-608-5841
NANNY FOR HIRE Nanny for 4 mo & 2 yr old boys. 2
16-20 hrs email wk history to dburch2003(ayahoo
dnvers lie req 14081203-6976

ASSISTANT CHILDCARE DIRECTOR

Assistant Childcare Director position available to ma
after-school program in Los Gatos 32 hrs/wk Benefit
For more information or to apply email resume tc na:r , dr,
Igsrecreation org
BABYSITTING JOB!! GREAT!!! Don tier the stress of finals bog
you down. Look forward to a new lob and extra cash with a great
babysiffing job January to June 2006!!! Start date 1/6/06.
Fridays 8 15am-12 15pm $10/hr 3 year old boy South San Jose
[Almaden) Exp/Ref/Own Trans Call Kerry: 14081 529-0098 OR
(408)997-3130
PT PRESCHOOL ASSIST. Mimed opening Home preschool in
Campbell Min 6 ECE units moo Call 408 378-1756

FOR RENT

GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rm Units Park like
grounds Patio Gated W&D hook up Close to HY101 & 280
Rehr start from $905 995 Tully Rd San Jose 294-6200
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE! Housing for American,
& International Students! An intercultural experience with
International Students One Semester Contract Computer Lab.
Study Room. & Student Kitchen Wireless Internet Access
A sale friendly & home-like environment Various cultural
activities Parking. We are currently accepting applications The
International House, 360 So 11th Street If you are interested or
have questions, call (408) 924- 6570
SPANISH CASTLE Cozy w Fireplace Jr 1 & 2 Br Suites from
$895-1050 w $100 deposit subject to credit approval
1040-58 N 4th St/ Hedding
Quiet location, secured entry, Large eat -in kitchen
4 05 IS014- 1750’295470e

ONE BEDROOMS FOR RENT

17/e are now renting one bedrooms apannients located at 255 N 3rd
St Starting at 895 00 a month For more information please call
Elizabeth at 408-509-1089. or email me at elizabethamanager'
yahoo com (408)509-1089

SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $6900 per year Save 30% includes cosmetic) For into call 1-800-655-3225 or
4ww studentdental com or mew goldenwestdental com
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
Expenenced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
ESL is a specialty Grace@831 252-1108 or Evagarce@aol com
or visit wino., gracenotesechting com
BEAUTYCLU8 Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Hair coloring
$15/ up Wax $5/ up Full set nails $15/ up Pedicure $13 Manicure
$8 Located @505 S 10th St Ste 205 (comer of William &101hupstairs) CALL 14081 993-2250
NOTARY PUBLIC Downtown San Jose at 4th St. & Si John. 115
N 4th Street #125 408 286-2060

OPPORTUNITIES
$$5 PLAYING BLACKJACK. Need a part-time job? Earn
$$$ playing Blackjack in Vegas. Open Team recruitment vvww
theblackjackacademy com

EARN

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/
roommates!’ Great Floor Plan! Washer & Dryers on premisis
Parking available!! Only $1,050, mo. may work with you on the
depositl! (408)378-1409
TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath. over 1000 sq loot apartment Walking
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled Laundry facilities Parking
Security Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially
larger than others’ $11951 mo (408) 947-0803

FOR
SALE

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

I 0Carve
v.taac
11

14
15
16
17
18
20
21

Promising 1110k’
Get some exerusi

Zingy flavor
Consolidate
Yes. to Yvette
Fixes typos
Dealers
From. to Fritz
Of Chidlike

flower

23 Turn inside out
24 Gill or lung
26 Browns and
simmers
28 Bonding
30 Uprisings
31 Supplants
32 Women with niece..
33 Computer datum
36 Earthenware pot
37 Minor dents
38 Give out sparingly
39 House buzzer
40 Soft candy
41 Long hairpieces
42 Paper toys
43 Broils
44 Roman ships
47 Constructed
48 Orchestra
members
49 Prepares to fire
50 Mantra chants
53 Where to find

56
58
59
60
61
62
63

ponies

Fuzzy fruits
JFK posting
Eagles lee
Not on all fours
PC key
Meshers’
conveyances
Risks it

3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
22
25
26
27

28
29
DOWN
1 Ft above sea level 30
32
2 Start over

In a threatening

way
Pac-Man morsel
Naval officers
Aromatic seed
Singles
Cosmonaut’s
lab
List ender
Warms over
Actor Tommy
Lee -Bizarre
Main points
"We tty harder’
folk
Joplin opus
Meter maid
01 song
Overindulge,
Goes bad
Blow it
Respite
Ladde parts
Staffers

33 Canipaniie
12 wds I
34 - do you good!
35 Hardy heroine
37 Tax
38 Letters
40 Manachi gigs
41 Patted down
a suspect
42 Swiss artist
43 Chewing
44 Pierced
by a tusk
45 Let tip
46 Slow train
47 Ten -speeds
49 Vinegary
51 SqueakerS
52 Droop-nosed
fliers
54 Family mem
55 Exist
57 Novelist
- Levin

WANTED
SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto, Ca branch of the

California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for our sperm
donor programs. If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
degree you can earn up to $900/mo, receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile couples For More information or
to apply online please visit .v.vw.cryobankdonors corn
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Questions on

ruir Classifech ()nlitte with the convenience of a credit card.
how to place sitlIt classified? Call 408-924-3277

Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be reminded
that, when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services. In addition. readers should carefully investigate all
firms offering employment listings cr coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
12/07/05
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www.thespartandaily.corn
The Tandoori Oven
Come and join the FUN at the exciting
NEW restaurant located downtown on
South First Street.
We have a UNIQUE blend of healthy
cuisine at an allOrdable price!!

TWoori

150 South First Street
lowntown San J056
Take Out: 408.292.7222

www.thetandoorioven.com
-.2 eat for the price of 1 after 2pmTaj Beers for $10

WEDNESDAY

DECEMBER 7, 2005

CLUBS - Paperwork filed with Student Life and Leadership
continued from page 1
this semester to provide resources to members in all areas of law
and legal education through guest
speakers and visiting law schools.
"It was hard to find people
at the beginning." said Pejmun
Zargar. a business student and
the president of Pre-Law Society.
"I needed eight people to get the
club started."
Zargar said the constitution took three months to be approved by the Student Life and
Leadership.
"If you do not follow up with
them, they are not going to look at
your tile.- he said.
The other struggle Zargar
faced, he said, was students’ reluctance to pay their membership

fees. So, he said, fees were taken
off to attract more students.
"Now I do not have any budget
for the club and I have to find other ways for funding," Zargar said.
Zargar said initial funding by
the Student Life and Leadership to
start a club will be a great help.
Student Life and Leadership
serves as the liaison between student organizations and the university and is funded by the state,
Cummings said.
"Student Life and Leadership
is not responsible for funding student organizations," he said. "It is
not budgeted to do that."
However, Cummings said, there
are other kinds of support that are
provided by the Student Life and
Leadership.
Leadership programs. leader-

"Can I Have It
Like That?"
Bling your ring with the
for your phone.

ship consultation, staff member attendance at organizations’ events,
marketing and helping clubs set
up Web sites are some of the supports provided by the Student Life
and Leadership.
Larry Dubia. the president of
the Racquetball Club, praised the
leadership programs offered by the
Student Life and Leadership saying. "We are a new club. We are
learning things as we go.
"It was not that hard to start
the club.- said Dubia, majoring in
child development. "The biggest
conflict is trying to get people pay
their dues."
Dubia said he has some ideas
for his club, such as bringing professional players to talk to students.
Dubia said he wants members
to be active participants rather
than mere racquetball players.
"Getting to that point is challenging.- he said. -It needs it to
be taken seriously."
Pi of California, a member of Lambda Alpha National
Anthropology Honors Society, is
another educational society started in 2003. but was revitalized
this semester with a new president.
Cummings said there are two
big challenges for Student Life
and Leadership in dealing with
the clubs.
"Often times, the designated
club or organization does not give
us information when they elect
new officers or recruit new members.- he said. "Sometimes they
do not renew their registration
in a timely manner. They are required to renew every y ear -

Herter, a senior anthropolop anti behavior science stu-
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Text code to 386

Title

Text Code

My Humps - Black Eyed Peas

141001

Hustler’s Ambition - 50 Cent

141002

Stay Fly - Fall Out Boy

141003

Run It! - Chris Brown

141004

Order Now. Right From Your Phone!
Type in the 8-digit code and text it
A link to your purchase will
to
be sent to your aim; inbox!
Supported earners: Cingular.

Here We Go Again (feat. Kelly Rowland) - Trina 141005
We Be Burnin’ (Legalize It) - Sean Paul

Save 20% with
the Ringtone

141006

li HOOKUP

141007

Girl Tonite (feat. Trey Songz) - Twista

141008

Don’t Cha - Pussycat Dolls

141009

Play - David Banner

141010

I’m a

King (feat. T.I. and

SUBSCRIBE NOW

’’" t

S11111011111,,

I’m Sprung - 1-Pain

Get 3 new real music ringtones ever]
month for just $5.99. Text HOOKUP to

Games & Apps for as low as $3.99*

Text code to

kg6

Lil’ Scrappy) - P$C 141011

Reggaeton Latino - Don Omar
Sugar, We’re Going Down - Fall

Out Boy

141040

141012

141014

Gold Digger - Kanye West

141015

Presidential - Youngbloodz

141016

Hung Up (I Can’t Keep Waiting Far Ycu) - Madonna

141017

A
141047

Jesus of Suburbia - Green Day

141019

Lighters Up - Lil’ Kim

141020

dwsrev

Back Then - Mike Jones

141021
141022

Shake It Off - Mariah Carey

141023

Stewie’s Sexy Party - Family Guy

141024

Slow Wind - R. Kelly

141025

I’m N Luv (Wit a Stripper) - 1-Pain

141026

My Hood - Young Jeezy

141027

Feel Good Inc. - Gorillaz

141028

Bad B*tch - Webbie

141029

Because I Got High - Afroman

141030

141060

141048

141050

141051

141052

141053

141055

141056
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141058

141059

1
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Graphics for $1.99
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Back in Black - AC/DC
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Soul Survivor - Young Jeezy

Welcome to Jamrock - Damian
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dent is the no% president of Pi of
California.
To improve the quality of the
club, she said. more activities
have to be done and good venues
have to be found to make it more
meaningful for people.
Herter said she has found the
Student Life and Leadership helpful.
"Any time I have walked in
with a question they bent over
backward to help me." she said.
Selecting an adviser to start
a dub is highly encouraged.
Cummings said. though it is not
mandatory.
"We found that a lot of the
groups that retain an adviser tend
to he set’) successful." he said.
Pi of California is one of the
organizations that has chosen a
faculty adviser. Anthropology
professor Elizabeth Weiss is the
sponsor of this organization.
Soul 2 Sole, organization run
by Seth Wollman. a gerontology
graduate student, is another recreational organ i rat i oil started this
semester to pros ide a forum for
students to express their opinions
and vievv s on shoes.
"The mil problein that I have
experienced is the negative attitudes of people ss ho do not understand or v, ho ssish not to understand this hobby." he said.
Wollman said there are some
people who are really into shoe
collecting and others who don’t
understand why people collect
shoes.
"We have both extremes and
that is tine,- he said.
Woll man said he is happy with
the responses he got so far.
"There are countless people
who love to collect shoes.- he
said. "There is a misconception
that men do not collect shoes, but
it is not true. It is a growing subculture."
According to the Student Life
and Leadership regulations, any
enrolled SJSU student can start a
club.
There is a six -week process
from the time the materials are
completed and submitted until
an official registration letter is received. Cummings said.
Filling out the petition, attending an orientation meeting, completing forms and developing a
constitution are among the main
steps required to start an organization, he said.
Cummings said as long as the
organizations don’t conflict with
any university policies or procedures, an outside vendor can
sponsor an organization.
"Clubs and organizations are
the lifeblood of the university."
Cummings said.

